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Dear children,

In times of spiritual battle do not fear My adversary, He will never be able to defeat any of the
hearts that may have professed its consecration to My Immaculate Heart.  He may make their
temple shake but the temple will never be overthrown, because the strength that My Heart of Light
gives you is invincible in face of every harm and every evil.

Children, live the cycle of your purification as the great moment of your spiritual rehabilitation
before the Universal Father.  Know, dear children, that your purification will have its time and its
final moment.  For this, do not lose the inner strength that prayer provides to you.

Today I give you to drink from the Source of Healing that springs from My Most Chaste Heart so
that, renewed by My Maternal Love, you may receive at this time, the opportunity to commune
again with the Celestial Father.

Dear children, in the times that will come, do not awaken panic nor the false fear because the true
Will of God is unknown by the humanity of the Earth.  Just try to be good persons, full of the Love
of God, which fulfills you all the time, and try to serve without preferences so that each one of your
offers may be accepted by the Creator Universe as an act of repairing love and of healing for the
whole world.

Beloved children, be the testimony of redemption that My Son expects, reflect to all the spirit of
your spiritual transformation, thus you will encourage all of those that do not want to live the
transformation.

Dear children, your Celestial Mother accompanies you in this section where many cross the
thresholds to the purification and to the inner liberation.  Listen to My call.  Accept the kind hand
that extends itself towards you in order to help you.  Live the time of your purification as the
moment of divestment of oneself.

I thank you for answering to My call!

Who always accompanies you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


